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Abstract 
Nowadays a significant part of the maritime containers with origin or destination in Switzerland are distributed by rail into 
private sidings. The containers are transhipped in intermodal terminals from the long-distance shuttle-trains or barges to flat 
wagons of SBB Cargo. The wagons are distributed within the national single wagonload (SWL) network to the final recipients’ 
sidings. The SwissSplit nowadays has some weaknesses, which reduce the competitiveness compared to the container 
distribution by truck: The terminal structure in Switzerland is very dispersed with a multitude of small terminals. The actual 
business model covers only the rail transport from the terminal to the destination siding, this causes inefficiencies in the overall 
distribution process. The conventional platform wagons used for the SwissSplit are quite old and have reached the end of their 
economic lifetime. Within the ViWaS project HaCon, SBB Cargo, Wascosa and ETH Zurich developed several approaches to 
improve the SwissSplit. In general a new business model covering the entire transport chain from the terminal to the siding and 
back to the container depot was developed, the SWL production schemes were improved and an optimized terminal network that 
eases the transfer of the wagons into the SWL network was introduced. A major part of the improvements was the development 
of a new type of flat wagon to improve the loading and unloading processes in the sidings. The wagon was tested within the 
SwissSplit-network of SBB Cargo. This paper describes the findings of the development and the feasibility tests of the new 
SwissSplit-Wagon and the overall feasibility of the improved SwissSplit. 
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1. Introduction 
The modal shift from road to rail and inland waterways is one of the major goals of the European Transport 
policy. The focus of researching distribution of maritime containers and their practical application is on the 
combined transport using rail or inland waterways to serve hinterland terminals. Thereafter trucks take over the final 
distribution of the containers to the final recipients. The possibility to organize a final distribution by rail is widely 
ignored. In Switzerland however, a large amount of containers are distributed by rail within the SwissSplit. SBB 
Cargo, as operator of the SwissSplit, now wants to improve the product in order to keep it competitive with trucking. 
Thus, section 2 this paper describes the actual situation of the container distribution by rail in Switzerland, its 
weaknesses, some demand structures as well as the already identified optimization approaches for SwissSplit. 
Section 3 is a literature review about improvements in rolling stock for single wagon load container distribution by 
rail. Section 4 describes in detail the improvements made on the SwissSplit-Wagon. Section 5 gives a short 
overview about the other improvement approaches. Section 6 analyses the overall feasibility of the improved 
SwissSplit on basis of two example destinations in Switzerland. Section 7 describes the conclusions and further 
research that needs to be carried out. 
2. The Swiss Split 
2.1. Todayʼs Swiss Split 
The SwissSplit is a product of SBB Cargo for the distribution of maritime containers to the final destination 
sidings by rail. Figure 1 illustrates the entire transport chain from the oversea port to the final recipient in 
Switzerland including the SwissSplit part in this transport chain. Shuttle trains or barges transport the containers 
from the seaports to the existing transhipment terminals in Switzerland. The containers are then transhipped in the 
Swiss hinterland terminals from the long-haul trains or the barges to standard flat-wagons or container wagons of 
the national single wagonload (SWL) network. To fix the containers on the wagons, wooden blocks are nailed to the 
wooden floor of the SwissSplit wagons. Then the wagons are transported within the existing SWL production 
network of SBB Cargo into the sidings of the final recipients. The wagons are placed at the existing SWL loading 
ramps. There the containers are subsequently unloaded by forklifts or industrial trucks.  
 
 
Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of SwissSplit services (source: SBB Cargo). 
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Fig. 2. Standard flat wagon with SwissSplit-Container at the recipients’ ramp (source: IVT). 
2.2. Transport structure 
The analysis of the transport data of SBB Cargo for the year 2013 shows that about 41,783 wagons loaded with 
53,598 containers were transported within the SwissSplit. On a basis of an overall amount of approximately 3,000 
SWL wagons per working day in the SWL network of SBB Cargo, about 6 percent of all SWL transports are related 
to SwissSplit. Thus, SwissSplit contributes to the base utilization of the Swiss SWL network. 
2.3. Improvement approaches for SwissSplit 
Bruckmann et al. (2013) analysed the weaknesses of the current SwissSplit. These weaknesses influence the 
today’s competitiveness of SwissSplit with distribution of containers by truck. As main fields for improvement they 
identified: 
x The old rolling stock used for the production of the SwissSplit.  
x The dispersion of the terminal structure. 
x The current business plan of SwissSplit, which focuses only on the SWL transport and does not include the 
terminal operations and the return of the empty container to a depot. 
x The production scheme of the SWL in general, which tackles the SwissSplit as well as the rest of the SWL 
products of SBB Cargo. 
Thus, the ViWaS-consortium aims to improve the SwissSplit in these fields. This paper focusses on the improved 
rolling stock and does not deal in detail with the other improvement approaches. 
3. Literature review 
The literature analysis focused specifically on the improvements of rolling stock for container distribution by rail. 
The result was that sufficient literature analysing rolling stock improvements to facilitate final distribution of 
containers to sidings does not exist due to the limited market for this type of service. One exception is the 
description of the SwissSplit by the authors of this paper (Bruckmann et al., 2014). However, others that have 
described general rolling stock improvements designed to improve the competitiveness of freight transport by rail 
that are relevant for this research include König and Hecht (2012) who described a vison for the general further 
development of rolling stock, and, Eschweiler and Hecht (2013) who analysed the influence of the rolling stock on 
the market share of rail freight. In the Spectrum project an improved six-axle container wagon for low density high 
value goods containers with a maximum weight up to 17 tons was developed (University of Newcastle, 2015). The 
tare of the wagon-structure was reduced from 30 tons to 25 tons. As the wagon can carry four 20-feet containers, the 
tare per container is 6.25 tons. However, it is not clear if the wagon-structure allows shunting in hump yards. As 
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basis for the rolling stock improvements in the ViWaS project, the Wascosa 60-feet light container wagon was used 
(Wascosa, 2015). The wagon still has a lower specific tare of 5.8 tons per container.  
4. Improved rolling stock for SwissSplit 
4.1. Today’s wagon types in SwissSplit 
Nowadays two general types of vehicles are used in the SwissSplit: (1) standard flat wagons with wooden floor 
and (2) conventional container wagons, both types in versions of two and four axles. The big difference between 
both types of vehicles is the missing floor of the container wagon. So industrial trucks or forklifts are unable to 
operate on container wagons and so additional equipment like moveable ramps is required to unload the container. 
Thus, the loading ramp covers the missing floor of the container wagons. 
  
These wagon-types are still in use for the SwissSplit: 
x Two- axle standard flat wagons with a wooden floor, type Ks;  
x Four-axle standard flat wagons with a wooden floor, types Res and Rs; 
x Two-axle container wagons, type Lgns and Lgnss; 
x Four-axle container wagons, types Sgns and Sgnss. 
 
Fig. 3. Distribution of wagon types in SwissSplit in 2013 (data from SBB Cargo). 
Thus, 59 per cent of all wagons transported in SwissSplit are standard container wagons, but about 41 per cent of 
the transported wagons are still quite old wooden floor flat wagons (Figure 3). Regarding to the needs for loading 
and unloading the containers the wooden floor flat wagons are suitable for conventional sidings with ramps. The 
container wagons need additional equipment as they do not provide a drivable floor.  
4.2. Todayʼs wagon types in SwissSplit 
The decision regarding the type of vehicle to be used for a specific shipment depends on the technical equipment 
available at the destination sidings. Larger sidings are often equipped with specific loading equipment to load and 
unload the containers. Generally, in smaller sidings, the only available equipment is forklifts or industrial trucks. 
They can move on the wagon via crossing gangways between the ramp and the wagons. To operate the forklifts on 
the wagons, the wagons need a continuous floor. Hence, container wagons are not usable on smaller sidings. 
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The flat wagons with wooden floor have reached the end of their economic life cycle. As the securing of the 
containers on these wagons is quite complicated, because the containers are fixed by nailed wooden blocks, SBB 
Cargo is developing an economic wagon type for the future SwissSplit. The main idea of SBB Cargo is to replace 
the flat wagons by modified container wagons.  
As a basis for the development of the container wagon, the ETH Zurich developed a specification for the new 
wagons. The wagon shall cover all needs of the costumers when serving a siding with a container. The main 
requirements for the new wagons are: 
 
x All possible loading schemes with 20’ and 40’-feet containers must be covered (Figure 4).  
x The tare of the wagons should not increase too much. 
x No additional equipment in the sidings shall be required for loading and unloading the wagons. 
 
 
Fig. 4. Loading schemes for containers on a SwissSplit Wagon (source: ETH Zurich). 
4.3. New developed wagon types 
On basis of this specification Wascosa and SBB Cargo constructed two different types of a modified container 
wagon. 
The first type was a modular platform to cover the entire container wagon (Figure 5). The platform consists of 
20’ modules, which are connectable, so that the modules cover the entire wagon length. The platform is equipped 
with corner fittings on the top to fix the containers. The platform is only removable in a workshop. As the container 
wagon is lower in height than the flat wagons, the container wagon is equipped with a platform that has a similar 
height compared to a conventional flat wagon. The platform is as wide as a conventional flat wagon but protrudes 
a bit at the sides of the container wagon. 
 
 
 Fig. 5. SwissSplit wagon with two 20’ containers and platform (source: SBB Cargo/PVF Schienenfahrzeuge). 
The second type got an insertion of inlay elements to fill the spaces within the floor of the container wagon 
(Figure 6). The height and width of the container wagon do not change. 
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Fig. 6. SwissSplit wagon with inlay elements (source: Wasosa). 
4.4. Usability of the new wagons in the sidings 
A problem that arose was that standard container wagons had a width of 2,438 mm and a height of 1,155 mm 
compared to a width of 2,650 mm an a height of 1,230 to 1,260 mm of a flat wagon. Thus, the container wagons 
were significantly narrower and lower than flat wagons. Accordingly, SBB Cargo, IVT and Wascosa had to evaluate 
the ramp heights and widths in the customers’ sidings to prove the feasibility of both suggested solutions. The 
standards for the design of transhipment facilities (Verein Deutscher Ingenieure, 1992) suggested a ramp height of 
1,200 mm over track and a vertical distance between track axis and ramp edge of 1,700 mm. But it was unclear 
whether every siding owner had considered this standard, when building or renewing its ramp.  
So, at several characteristic ramps the height and the vertical distance to the axis of the rail track were measured. 
Most of the ramps in Switzerland are in a range of 1,200 mm (Figure 7). Only very few ramps are slightly lower or 
higher. 
 
 
Fig. 7. Height and vertical distance of the ramps (mm over track height). 
 
The horizontal distance between track axis and ramp is between 1,500 mm and 1,950 mm (Figure 8). Thus, the 
platform can be used in each of the sidings similar to the conventional flat wagons. The container wagon with inlays 
is narrower and lower than the existing flat wagons. Here additional equipment in the sidings is needed to cover the 
distance between wagon and ramp. So there is a trade-off between less tare of the inlays compared to the platform 
and the additional equipment required in the sidings.  
To get more information about the overall feasibility, both wagon types were tested in a demonstrator to evaluate 
the most feasible solution. First results showed that both solutions are generally suitable to replace the existing flat 
wagons.  
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Fig. 8. Height and vertical distance of the ramps (mm over track height). 
4.5. Findings of the Tests 
The platform is able to replace the existing SwissSplit wagons by using the same loading and unloading 
principles. The siding owners are not obliged to procure new or additional equipment to load and unload the 
containers in the sidings. The platform causes on the one hand additional costs due to the depreciation and interest 
for the investment and higher track access fees due to the additional tare of the wagon. This is compensated by 
fixing the containers on the jigger pins instead of usage of wooden blocks. Thus, the SwissSplit customers get 
modern wagons without changes in the overall costs for rolling stock. 
The wagon with inserted inlays requires additional equipment at the sidings. Thus, this wagon does not fully suit 
the requirements of smaller siding with little equipment. Thus, this wagon is mainly usable to serve larger sidings, 
which already provide specific loading and unloading equipment like movable ramps. 
5. Other improvement approaches for SwissSplit 
Due to the restrictions of the paperʼs length, the other improvement approaches are mentioned only briefly. 
5.1. New terminal structure 
The todayʼs terminal structure in Switzerland is rather dispersed. The existing terminals are of small and medium 
size with a capacity in the range of 30,000 to 50,000 TEU per year, which means 150 to 300 TEU per day (Ickert et 
al., 2012). The transport flows are rather dispersed. 
This terminal structure causes a rather inefficient transfer of the containers from the terminals of combined 
transport to the shunting yard. Each terminal has only a few containers per day from SwissSplit, so that the trains 
from the terminals to the shunting yard are quite short. In addition, the distance from the terminals to the next 
shunting yard is up to 40 km. So, the transfer of the containers in the SWL network is quite expensive and the 
terminals are served only once a day. This causes longer transport times from the containers. Thus, due to an 
inefficient use of the container wagons, the costs for the production of SwissSplit increase. 
The goal is now to improve the terminal structure in Switzerland by introducing one main gateway terminal, 
where all containers for the SwissSplit can be collected. Therefore a new tri-modal (rail – road – inland waterway) 
terminal in Basel with a capacity up to 1,000 TEU per day is being planned. This terminal shall be served directly 
from the seaports and most of the SwissSplit transhipments shall be concentrated at this point. So a very efficient 
transfer of the containers can be achieved. Resulting from the increases demand it is possible to operate more 
transfer-trains per day to the next shunting-yard. Furthermore the distance between terminal and shunting-yard is 
only approximately 4 km. 
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5.2.  Improved business model 
Nowadays the business model of SwissSplit causes inefficiencies in the operations. As terminal operators, SWL 
operator and the operators of the empty container depots are different entities, each of them optimizes their own 
process chain without considering the process chains of the other partners. Within the new integrated SwissSplit all 
parts of the process chain are integrated in the SwissSplit. So an overarching optimization of the entire distribution 
process from the hinterland terminal to the end customer including the return of the empty container to a depot takes 
place. Terminal operations, container movements and container wagons are dispatched from a single source. The 
result is for example an increasing number of round trips per week of the container wagons used in SwissSplit from 
one per week, nowadays, to two or three a week, in the future. Thus, the overall optimization of SwissSplit 
eliminates inefficiencies in the transport chain. Through their overarching product, SwissSplit increases its 
competitiveness with the road distribution of containers. 
5.3.  Optimisation of the production scheme 
SBB Cargo plans to improve the feasibility and flexibility of the entire SWL network in Switzerland. Hence, 
today’s production scheme with one overnight service between all sidings needs to be improved and further 
developed to a continuous production scheme operating 24 hours a day. In future SBB Cargo serves sidings up to 
three times a day. The assets like mainline locomotives and shunting yards will be in a continuous use. This greatly 
increases the productivity of the assets. Furthermore the new production scheme reduces the infrastructure use, as in 
the peak times of the passenger trains, mainly the shunting within the shunting yards will take place. The IVT tested 
some additional improvements in the production schemes using an agent based simulation (Mancera et al., 2015). 
First results of the simulation show a significant reduction of train kilometres and wagon kilometres for the overall 
production of the SWL. Thus, this optimization may further improve the overall SWL system. 
6. Overall feasibility of the improved SwissSplit 
The IVT analysed, on basis of all mentioned improvements of SwissSplit, the total transport costs for a maritime 
container from the port of Rotterdam to Switzerland to prove the overall feasibility of the new SwissSplit compared 
to the existing SwissSplit and the distribution by truck. Since the analysis considers the entire transport chain from 
the seaport to a recipient in Switzerland, IVT calculated, with support of hwh Consulting, the overall costs for 
a round trip transport of a standard maritime container (1.5 TEU, 16 tons) from Rotterdam to two example 
destinations: Lausen (approximately 30 km from Basel, Figure 9) and Orbe (approximately 200 km from Basel, 
Figure 10). 
The analysis was on basis of a transport cost model developed by hwh Consulting (Wittenbrink, 2011). It 
considered improvements to the efficiency of the rail and truck transport created by better integration of the new 
terminal in the rail and road networks as well as reductions of the transhipment costs according to the improved 
terminal structure.  
 
 
Fig. 9. Transport costs from Rotterdam to Lausen (source: ETH Zurich). 
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Fig. 10. Transport costs from Rotterdam to Orbe (source: ETH Zurich). 
An interpolation between the results of Lausen and Orbe shows, that the distance for break even between 
distribution by SwissSplit and truck distribution of maritime container decreases from 140 km to 70 km (Figure 11). 
Even in the short-range distribution for a distance of about 30 km from the terminal to Lausen SwissSplit becomes 
quite competitive with truck distribution. 
 
 
Fig. 11. Break even distance between SwissSplit and truck distribution (source: ETH Zurich). 
7. Conclusions and further research 
The overall results of the evaluation of improved SwissSplit show a significant improvement of the overall 
feasibility of maritime container distribution by SWL in Switzerland. Even for relatively short distances of about 
70 km between transhipment terminal and final recipient of the shipment, the SWL becomes competitive with 
trucking. Now the planned improvements need to be applied. The new container wagons are now operating in 
a demonstrator to test the prototypes and to find out, if further adaptions are required to meet the expectations of the 
customers. SBB Cargo will introduce the new production scheme for SWL in 2017. The new terminal Basel-Nord 
and the new business model will be introduced in the coming years. Hence, the SwissSplit will remain a competitive 
product and will support basic utilization of the SWL network. Further research is required especially in a further 
development of the SWL production by optimization algorithms, which include the capacity restrictions within the 
Swiss rail network. 
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